EVALUATION AND MONITORING

At Overnewton we have developed an anti-bullying policy to provide all members of our community with clear guidelines for responding to incidents of bullying as well as outlining strategies, support and processes. We are committed to ensuring that our policy is current, informed and it is best practice in responding to bullying behaviours. As part of this commitment, our policy will be reviewed every three years.
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Appendix A:
How the College will investigate harassment or bullying

---

Harassment or bullying reported to Home Group Teacher, Head of House or other Staff Member

LEVEL 1

Managed by Home Group teacher or House Mentor/Head of House

Parents may be contacted

LEVEL 2

Interview with Deputy Head of School (Pastoral Care)

Behavioural expectations outlined

Parents contacted

LEVEL 3

Interview with Head of School and either Head of Campus or Principal

Behavioural contract established

Parents contacted and interview